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comparison of the two forms of energy.   It  follows,  that
0.239 cal = l voltxl coulomb.
If we introduce from Ohm's law tJtie factor iw for the elec-
tromotive force e, then
The amount of heat generated in a given time varies directly
as the product of the resistance of the conductor into the
square of the current strength. This relation is called Joule's l
law, named after its discoverer. The heat which is thus derived
only from the current quantities, but not from chemical changes,
is also called Joule's heat.
If, besides the metallic connections, an electrolyte is included
in the closed circuit, a part of the electric energy is used up
in chemical work. The electrical energy is then transformed
in various ways,—in all parts of the current 'field heat is	j|| |f
developed proportional to the resistance of each separate
part and the square of the current strength, but chemical
work and material changes and disarrangements in the elec-
trolyte are also accomplished.
In utilizing the heat produced by the current for reactions of	H fy
organic bodies, only those systems are taken into, account in
which the current, by forming a spark discharge or luminous	*'$;\
arc, is forced either to pass through gases or vapors with high	I |f I
resistance, or to heat wires or filaments to high temperatures.
While the extremely high temperatures, which can be attained
by means of the voltaic arc in the electric furnace, have through	^vr-ui
Moissan's investigations become of great importance for mineral
chemistry, it is a peculiarity of organic substances, whose con-
ditions of existence, with few exceptions, are connected with
relatively low temperatures, and are mostly quite sensitive,
that the methods applicable here must allow a fuller scope in
temperature than is accorded by the spark discharge or luminous
arc. RuhmkorfPs coils, and less often frictional electric machines,
1 Phil. May 19, 260 (1841).

